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In the series of latest launching of new and advanced laptops here comes another name, Gateway
NV55S05u which aims at carving a niche for itself in the market.

This laptop which is available in the market at an affordable cost is very improvised product of the
Acer after lot of additions in it. It has 1.5-GHz AMD Quad-Core A8-3500M processor. It is one of the
series of fusion processors of AMD which combines both the CPU and GPU on the same chip due
to which the advantages of both the systems can be used.

It has a vast memory with 6GB RAM in it, making multiprocessing easy. It also has a great hard disk
capacity of 640 GB which is very large than the other laptops and generally demanded by most of
the users. Its display is of 15.6â€™â€™ due to which it is very much used for video viewing. Its screen
resolution of 1366*768 pixels makes it effective for text viewing but not the vest option for the videos.

Due to its large size, it is very heavy also but it is compact enough to be packed in any laptop bag.
Its awesome graphics of AMD Radeon HD 6620G makes it an ideal option for game playing
especially for the 3D games. But its CPU power is very less due to which the performance of the
system slows down, even below that of i3 processors.

The main drawback is its small battery life which acts as a great hindrance in its purchase. In terms
of appearance, it is very stylish. The white glossy look makes it different from other laptops. It has
some special designs on the lid due to which it becomes more attractive. Its keyboard is very large.
Though its keys are somewhat hard but they are quite large in size which makes them easier to use.

It does not have Bluetooth in it and the USB 3.0 is also missing in this laptop. Other output ports and
connectivity like HDMI, USB 2.0, VGA, and Wi-Fi are present in it for various video connections. It
has a DVD burner and lock slot also for its safety. Its integrated webcam of 1.3 MP is an additional
feature which can take very clear and bright snaps. It does not get heated up very soon as its
cooling system is very effective. It does not have generic design.

Counting only on its positive aspects there are many options available in market in lieu of this.
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